
Vigience's Overcast product connects 
Salesforce to the on-premise world and 
offers a simple solution for the most 
advanced Salesforce to SAP integration 
requirements.  This is achieved via ready-
to-use “SAP Components" combined with 
click-to-configure integrations.

TRUE REAL-TIME SAP INTEGRATION FOR SALESFORCE

The Overcast Integration App is a Salesforce-native app to 
integrate Salesforce with on-premise systems. Unlike Mulesoft and 
SAP CPI (aka SAP PI / SAP PO), Overcast is not another Integration 
PaaS to build APIs and extract master data. Instead, Overcast 
provides ready-to-use SaaS business applications consisting of 
Lighting Components (UI), integration & business logic and real-
time SAP-connectivity that can be installed into Salesforce. 
Leverage 30+ pre-built, deep SAP integration components to 
enable end-to-end business processes across Salesforce and SAP 
or configure your own custom integrations against any backend.

VIGIENCE OVERCAST SOLUTIONS

Overcast Integration App

SAP‐INTEGRATED CUSTOMER 360
Get a true end-to-end 360-degree view of your customer. Access 
real-time SAP order, invoice, and delivery data, quote history, 
pricing details, and more – all without leaving Salesforce.

SAP‐INTEGRATED FIELD SERVICE
Connect Salesforce field service solutions to SAP. Ensure spare parts 
are available and either shipped to the customer site or moved to van 
stock. After service is performed, invoice parts and time used in SAP. 

SAP‐INTEGRATED QUOTES AND ORDERS
Post and track SAP sales orders, perform available-to-promise 
checks (ATP), monitor invoices and payments. Create quotes 
based on SAP VC, pricing and SAP business rules in Salesforce. 

SAP‐INTEGRATED SELF‐SERVICE COMMUNITIES
Connect business partners through self-service portals to your SAP 
system. Customers and agencies can access personalized quotes, 
orders and payment history, place orders and do much more.

SAP‐INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING CLOUD
Get transparency into your sales agreements with real-time 
insight into order run rates, live SAP pricing and SAP-integrated 
demand forecasting.

SAP‐INTEGRATED CONSUMER GOODS CLOUD
Connect SAP master data including accounts, stores, products and 
customer price lists to the CG cloud and post sales orders from the 
store visits back to SAP. 
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Contact: Jason Cherry - cherry@vigience.com



Customers & References Overcast Benefits
Overcast greatly reduces complexity and risk, and cuts 
project costs/time up to 75% 

Overcast is the only solution that enables deep 
process integration with SAP without SAP installations 
or coding

Overcast natively provides true real-time and data 
sync integration to SAP, without SAP NetWeaver or 
other middleware

Overcast Lightning Components provide many typical 
SAP integration scenarios out-of-the-box

Vigience partners with our customers for their success
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